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Architecture, democracy, the Olympics—the modern world owes a lot to the ancient Greeks! In

Explore Greek Myths! With 25 Great Projects, readers embark on a fascinating journey to

explore the myths that infused ancient Greek culture, civilization, and innovation. Readers will

learn how these myths, popular more than 3,000 years ago, have provided fundamental

support to today's art, architecture, mathematics, science, philosophy, literature, and

government.Readers will read about the adventures of many Greek gods, such as Zeus, who

could throw lightning bolts and Athena, who personally protected the city of Athens. Readers

will also meet great heroes, including the mighty Heracles, Perseus, who freed a princess

chained to a rock, and Odysseus, who battled with a one-eyed giant called a Cyclopes. These

characters and creatures serve to both entertain and offer lessons in morality, while also

explaining the natural phenomenon that the ancient Greeks had no scientific explanation

for.The lively text, surprising fun facts, jokes, and colorful illustrations encourage children to

explore Greek mythology and make connections to our modern culture and language. Hands-

on activities include making a topographical map of ancient Greece and designing Greek

columns, while links to online primary sources encourage readers to explore the topic

independently.

From the AuthorAuthor InterviewQ. Brock what inspired you to write Wasted Wood?A. One

rainy day, an image popped into my head ofa boy looking down a creepy, damp, overgrown,

wooded trail and trying to make adecision. I, myself, loved riding in the expansive woods at

Lake Eureka Park. Sometimeson rainy, autumn evenings, I'd hesitate before pedaling into the

woods. ThoughI knew there was nothing in them, my mind would run wild with 'what if' and'just

maybe' scenarios. Who knows, maybe something was lurking behind the treetrunks just out of

sight.Q. Do you have a favorite camping story?A. We used to camp at my great uncle's and

aunt'scabin. The cabin sat next to a lake with a couple of islands. There was a largeforest with

dozens of trails as well as a huge cow pasture with two more lakes.We'd catch frogs, play

capture the flag, tell stories, and swim. My favoritepart was waking up on chilly, misty fall

mornings to the smell of bacon and eggsbeing cooked by my Grandpa Eastman.Q. Favorite

camping food?A. My dad would always get the two of us cans ofDinty Moore stew and we

would cook it over the fire. YUM!Q. You're known for putting things from your lifeinto your

stories. Are there any examples of that in Wasted Wood?A. Yes, quite a few. Should I tell all of

them toyou? Hmmm, well here are at least a handful of them. The others you'll have todiscover

on your own.1.Washington State is where my friendand fellow author, Chris Miller, lives--hence

Miller Mile.2.Hudson was the name that my wife andI chose if our third child would have been a

boy.3.Waverly is the name of our daughterthat will be born in November 2013.4.Coal was the

name of one of our cats.5.I used to run cross country in highschool. Go Eureka Hornets!

6.David is my dad's name.7.Stewart Field is named for my friendBrian.8.4:45 is exactly when

my dad gets upevery day.9.Moore is the last name of my twoamazing neighbors who lived

across the street from my childhood home. They werelike a third set of grandparents. I still visit

Mrs. Moore whenever I visithome.10. Eureka,E, is my hometown.11. Eurekais also the home

of Ronald Reagan's college, hence Tommy Reagan.Q. What is your advice for an aspiring

writer?A. Get it (the story) all down. Go from beginningto end, and don't look back. And yes that

means, don't worry about spelling,punctuation, or grammar on the first draft. Just get your



ideas down and don'tget distracted by how it looks or sounds. The biggest key to writing a story

isfinishing. So many aspiring writers I talk to have never gotten past the firstfew chapters. They

have great ideas, but they don't get the 'complete' storywritten...ever. The beginning of the

writing journey is not the time to perfectyour story or even edit. That's later--that's where the

fun of revising comes.Q. Did you always want to be a writer?A. No and No! Literature and

English weren't mybetter subjects; I was a math, geography, and history guy. There were a

fewinstances where I penned a story or two. My most notable, probably the storiesof Zog I

wrote in 5th grade for Mrs. Kelso. Those got quite thelaugh from my classmates, enough that I

continued to tie the stories the restof the year together, tying them around Zog. But still, I never

planned onbeing a writer. In fact, my advice to students who think they might want tobecome a

writer and even those who don't (so basically all students) is--PAYATTENTION to your

teachers. It will save you a whole lot of time later. You see,I didn't know God was going to call

me to be a writer and open this amazingdoor for me. I wish so much I had paid attention then. I

have many morerevisions now because of my lack of effort and paying attention in school.

Imean, you're there anyway; you might as well make the time worthwhile and payoff later.Q.

Did you read a lot when you were younger?A. Nope, sadly I avoided reading. I'm not proudof it.

In fact, I missed out on a lot of amazing stories. Now I am trying tocatch up and consume as

many books as I can. There are just so many. So thefirst book series I read for fun outside of

an assignment was the Harry Potter series. My wife (girlfriendat the time) and I raced through

the series. Who won, you ask? That's a storyfor another time. But boy do I wish I would have

read so much more when I wasyounger, instead of wasting my time on Sega Genesis' Sonic

the Hedgehog. Soyeah, this story (Wasted Wood) is a reflection on some decisions I made

when Iwas younger. No, I never faced a Tree Troll, but I did get too wrapped in videogames to

obey my parents at times and that lead to consequences.From the Back Cover"This is not the

way home. This is never the way home!"Folklore of a Tree Troll has always been whispered

about in Misty Peaks. But now Hudson must decide if he believes it or not. Should he take the

shortcut through Wasted Wood or should he go around and guarantee he'll be grounded.About

the AuthorBrock Eastman lives in Colorado with his wife, three children, and two cats.

Inspiration comes on his morning drives to work with America's Mountain in view. Growing up

in the Midwest, Brock enjoyed autumn most and misses the chilly sweatshirt morning air and

colorful leaves. Brock works at Focus on the Family as the Odyssey Adventure Club producer.

He is the author of The Quest for Truth and Sages of Darkness series and writes for The

Imagination Station series. You may have seen him on the official Adventures in Odyssey

podcast and Social Shout Out, informing Adventures in Odyssey fans about the latest

news. He enjoys getting letters and artwork from fans. You can contact him at

BrockEastman.com by clicking on the Connect & Contact link. To keep track of what Brock is

working on, connect with him at Web: BrockEastman.com Facebook: facebook.com/

eastmanbrock Twitter: @bdeastman YouTube: youtube.com/user/FictionforAll/videosRead more
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CONTENTSTimeline & MapIntroductionThe World of Greek MythsChapter 1The Greek

WorldChapter 2Monsters and MayhemChapter 3Heros and Impossible TasksChapter 4Gods

and GrandeurChapter 5Ancient Greece in Today’s World!Chapter 6Similar StoriesGlossary

Resources Essential Questions IndexInterested in primary sources? Look for this icon.Use a

smartphone or tablet app to scan the QR code and explore more! You can find a list of URLs

on the Resources page. If the QR code doesn’t work, try searching the Internet with the

Keyword Prompts to find other helpful sources.KEYWORD PROMPTSGreek myths 

TIMELINE & MAPThese dates are approximate.2000 BCE: The Minoans build large palace

complexes on Crete, including one at Knossos that some believe may have belonged to

legendary King Minos.1600 BCE: The Minoan civilization collapses after the Santorini volcano

erupts.1600 BCE: The Mycenaean culture develops on mainland Greece, known as

Hellas.1250 BCE: According to legend, the Greeks use the Trojan Horse to defeat the city of

Troy after a 10-year siege.776 BCE: The first Olympic Games take place.750 BCE: The first

Greek alphabet develops.700 BCE: Homer composes the epic poems The Iliad and The

Odyssey.700 BCE: Hesiod writes Theogony and Works and Days.650 BCE: Sparta becomes

the most powerful city–state in Greece.534 BCE: Theater begins to thrive in Greece.510 BCE:

Democracy begins in Athens.500 BCE: The Classical Period begins in Greece.500 BCE:

Pindar writes poems set to music called odes.490-480 BCE: Greek city–states defeat invaders

from the Persian Empire.460 BCE: The First Peloponnesian War between forces led by Sparta

and Athens begins.432 BCE: The Parthenon, a large temple to Athena on the Acropolis in

Athens, is finished.431 BCE: The Peloponnesian War breaks out again.404 BCE: Sparta

defeats Athens.380 BCE: Plato begins teaching philosophy, mathematics, and astronomy in a

grove near Athens.338 BCE: King Philip II of Macedon (now northern Greece) conquers

Greece.336 BCE: Alexander the Great, son of King Philip II, becomes king.332 BCE:

Alexander the Great dies at the age of 32.260 BCE: Archimedes describes how a lever

works.146 BCE: Rome conquers Greece. For many years, Romans have adopted the Greek

gods and goddesses and renamed them.

INTRODUCTIONTHE WORLD OF GREEK MYTHSImagine a world filled with gods and

goddesses, heroes and heroines. In this world, there are battles for control of the universe.

There are awesome adventures in labyrinths and one-eyed monsters forging thunderbolts.

What is this incredible land? It is the world of Greek myths, stories that express the beliefs of

the ancient Greek people.More than 3,000 years ago, the Greeks developed a rich culture.

Have you watched the Olympics? Have you looked through a telescope at a group of stars in

the shape of a warrior called Orion? Have you been to the theater or studied our democratic

government? All of these things come from ancient Greece!WORDS TO KNOWmyth: a



traditional story that expresses the beliefs and values of a group of people.culture: the beliefs

and way of life of a group of people.Explore Greek Myths! will take you on a journey from

Mount Olympus to the underworld. You will read myths about King Midas, Medusa, and the

Trojan Horse. You’ll discover the daring adventures of heroes such as Heracles and

Odysseus.Learning about Greek myths also means learning about science, astronomy, and

geography. The experiments and projects in this book will help you understand how the Greeks

used myths to explain their world. They will also help you discover how the culture of ancient

Greece continues to influence our world today.WHAT ARE MYTHS?Have you ever wondered

why the earth shakes or why we have seasons? The ancient Greeks wondered about these

things, too. But science could not yet provide them with answers. They created stories called

myths with a pantheon of gods and other supernatural creatures to explain natural

events.WORDS TO KNOWMount Olympus: the home of the Greek gods.astronomy: the study

of the sun, moon, stars, planets, and space.geography: the study of the earth and its features,

especially the shape of the land and the effect of human activity on the earth.pantheon: a

group of gods belonging to a religion.supernatural: something that cannot be explained using

the laws of science.Many of the names in this book are hard to say, but you can hear them

spoken online. Go to Merriam-Webster.com, search for the word, and press the symbol next to

your word to hear it spoken.KEYWORD PROMPTSMerriam-Webster The Greeks added gods

and goddesses to every part of their lives. No matter who you were in Greek society, from a

noble to a thief, there was a god for you. The 12 greatest gods were the Olympians and they

lived on Mount Olympus.Gods looked and acted like people. Unlike people, the Greek gods

had superpowers and lived forever without growing old. No one had X-ray vision, but there

were gods who could control the air, land, and sea. Zeus was the most important god. He ruled

over the heavens and the earth.SYMBOLS OF THE GODSWhen ancient Greeks painted,

drew, and sculpted the gods and goddesses, they used different symbols for each one so

viewers would know who was who! Here are some of the symbols of the ancient gods and

goddesses.
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Deb's, “Great book!. I love this book! Not only does it have interesting chapters about Greek
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Mythology, but it has fun projects at the end of each chapter. My homeschooler loves it as well.

Well done!”

Bev Fymruk, “Very user friendly and good for those home educating. Bought for project I’m

doing with my home educated granddaughter. Full of useful facts, easy for adult and child to

use and lots of exciting practical work”

The book by Rick Riordan has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5 people have provided feedback.
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